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1. INTRODUCTION
Conventional interlock systems rely heavily on hardwired electromagnetic relays. Although this approach is
well understood and has proven to be reliable, several
drawbacks plague the designer as well as the repairman. If larger systems have to be implemented in relay
logic, the complexity limit is soon reached; the systems
become too bulky, and wiring expenses sky-rocket;
moreover, the intelligence of those designs is limited in
such a way that desirable features such as self-tests
have to be left out. Additionally,
relay interlocks are
inherently inflexible: if the configuration of the system
they protect has to change, a disproportional
amount of
time, work and money has to be invested in order to
adapt the hard-wiringofthe
interlock system to the new
requirements. Repair work is often unnecessarily delayed due to the lack of adequate documentation (especially referring to the ‘temporary’ patches in the wiring.
More powerful interlock systems can be built by
using computer-based approaches. In this realm, programmable logic controllers (PLCs) represent the most
cost-efficient approach. The interlock logic is no longer
hard-wired, but coded in software. The PLC approach

offers several advantages:
flexible
modular
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Since PLCs, associated I/O modules and software are
available off-the-shelffrom
major vendors, this solution
doesn’t require any major developments and becomes
very attractive in price. This paper describes a PLCbased electrical hazard interlock system which is currently under development at SLAC (see figure 1); in
addition to its obvious design goals, it is also intended as
being a prototype PLC application in sight of a larger
project Ill, 121.
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2. APPLICATION

indicate that it is safe to work with at terminals,
open’ permit is generated by the software.

DESCRIPTION

As part ofthe Polarization Project, SIAC is installing
three super-conducting
spin rotator magnets which are
fed by dc power supplies providing
120 A at 20 V.
= Because of the large inductance of the magnet solenoids
(16 H), a sizable amount of energy can be stored. This
stored energy produces dangerous arcs if the leads from
-. the power supply to the super-conducting
solenoid are
interrupted
during normal operation, or after the power
supply has been shut off and the current is decaying. As
the power supply/magnetcircuit
has two physical points
where the terminals
are accessible and can be disconnected (in the power supply rack and at the ‘disconnectingand shortingfacility’,
called‘junction
box’hereafter),
adequate safety measures have to be taken in order to
avoid injury. This will be done by protecting the disconnection points with mechanical cover assemblies which
can only be opened under the following conditions:
:
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a ‘cover

If maintenance work has to be done while the system
is running, the interlocks for the covers to be opened
need to be bypassed. This is accomplished by setting the
system mode to ‘Bypass Selection’ with a keyswitch; the
key is kept in the main control center and can only be
checked out by qualified
people. In this mode, any
combination
of covers can be selected from the central
control panel; the actual bypass mode is not entered
until the keyswitchis
put into the’Bypass’ position. Further selections/deselections
cannot be done in this position.
The central operator panel provides monitoring
and
control points for all three magnets (all functions described above refer to one magnet and are identical for
the two others). LEDs show the state of the cover
microswitches
and latches and give interlock status and
Different
power supply shutoff
system information.
conditions are displayed as well as fault signals (see
section 5 for more details). Another lockoff keyswitch
which prevents both software and hardware from enabling the power supply is used while maintenance work
is done at the system. Additional
small displays are located at the covers; they provide information
about the
power supply operating modes, the interlock state, the
microswitches
and have a pushbutton for activating the
latches in order to open the cover.

The power supply has been shut off long
enough to allow the circulating current to
decline below a certain threshold
The power supply is running,
and the
interlocks have been explicitly bypassed
work.
- for hot’
-. maintenance

In order vprevent-any
inadvertent
opening of the
terminal covers, they are mechanically
kept locked by
redundant plungers. In order to open them, associated
electromagnetic
latches have to be activated by pushbuttons which in turn are powered by signals from the
PLC system (each PLC controls one latch at each cover).
Voltage is present at the buttons only under the two
conditions mentioned before.

3. THE PLC

SYSTEM

The PLCs utilized for this application
represent a
cost-efficient way to implement small control systems in
this technique
[3]. The version of the CPU module
selected has the following characteristics:
.
max. 4 k logic statements

The open/closed state of the covers is monitored by
microswitches
which are implemented
and read in a
similarly
redundant fashion. Each microswitch
is directly activated by the mechanical plunger of the latch
assembly. If any one of the microswitches
opens, the
interlock
systems detects this and shuts the power
supply off in two redundant ways. One shutoff mechanism is a contact breaker which interrupts
the primary
208 V AC power to the supply, and the other one is an
enable/disable signal which trips the power supply controller. Each PLC has control over one of the shutdown
mechanisms.

.

scan cycle time 350 ms

l

32 counters

.

1024 internal

.

up to 256 digital

.

up to 16 analog I/O channels

.

no interrupt

and 32 timers
flags
I/O channels

capability

The I/O modules have a density of either 4 or 8
channels, and opto-isolation
is available. Plugged into
‘bus units’ (which connect them electrically to the system bus and accommodate the I/O wiring), they can be
easily exchanged for repair purposes. The bus units
themselves are connected to a standard rail for rack
mounting.

After an orderly shutdown of the power supply, a
current monitor and a watchdog timer are started (each
one again controlled by a different PLC). The current
monitor compares readings from a shunt resistor (proportional to the power supply output current) to a predetermined threshold value, and the watchdog timer ticks
for a fixed time, corresponding
to the worst-case value
for the current to decay to a harmless level. A restart of
the power supply resets the timer. When both monitors

The PLC system is programmed with a proprietary
Siemens programming
language, called STEP 5, which
comes in three flavors: ladder logic, control system
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flowcharts and statement lists (STL). STLhas been used
for this application;
it is a language similar to a simple
assembly code, providing logical concatenation
operators for I/O channels, comparisons, set/reset operators,
and timer/counter
manipulators.

is a safety system and as there are no requirements
for
keeping the system up in dubious situations,
complicated voter schemes and other fault-tolerance
mechanisms can be avoided: if an error is detected, a system
shutdown is initiated.

C
The user program is developed in the STEP 5 programming
environment
under the S5-DOS operating
-. system on a PC; S5-DOS in turn is an extension of the
Personal CP/M-86 operating system which is required to
be installed in a CP/M partition on the hard disk. During
the test and development phase, the PC is connected to
the PLC CPU module via a current loop interface, and
the programs are downloaded into RAM. S5-DOS has
some debugging features to help the designer developing application
code. Once the software is finalized, it
can be transferred into an EPROM or EEPROM module
which is plugged into the CPU.

As outlined in the previous section, organizational
block OBl acts as a cyclically executed main program
which calls up the different software modules ofthe user
program. In order to modularize the code, the interlock
system has been divided into several independent
modules which communicate amongthemselves
through
global flags (variables). Each such module is a program
block (PB) in the STEP 5 user program, and may in turn
call up one or more function blocks (FBs) which implement the functionality
of the module. This way, FBs may
be replaced with minimal side effects by improved blocks
with the same interface. Figure 3 gives an overview of
the organization
of the code modules.

STEP 5 supports structured programmingby
providing software modularization
by blocks. An overall (system) block called OBl is cyclically
executed by the
_runtime system; it calls up a succession of user program
blo-cks or function blocks which implement
the desired
logic. -Other OBs are called up during cold and warm
starts in order to perform some initialization
operations.
STL on Xlie S5-100 series is upwards compatible with
higher-end Gdels.
Further details on STEP 5 and S5DOS can be found in [Zl, [43.
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The system selftest is not implemented
yet; it will
allow execution of basic system checks either on an automatic basis or by pressing a push-button
on the main
control panel. A blinking LED indicates internal problems. The polarity switcher module reverses for a short
time the polarity of the output channels driving the
microswitches
(see section 5). The microswitch handler
module determines whether all wiring to the switches is
intact, whether interlocks
are broken, and whether
faults subsist long enough to reject transients
(finite
switching times have to be compensated for as well);
flags are set according to the situation. Note that none
of the modules takes any immediate I/O action. This is
done at the end of the program in one single block in
order to isolate external actions from the internal logic.
No speed penalty has to be paid for this scheme, as the
PLC runtime system only sets physical output channels
at the end of each logic execution cycle.
The timer circuit module starts a watchdog timer
when the power supply is shut off. If the timer expires,
an internal flag is set. Every time the power supply
comes up again, the timer is stopped and reloaded with
its starting value. The current monitor continuously
reads analog values coming from a shunt resistor in the
power supply; this signal is proportional to the actual PS
output current. If it drops below a fixed threshold value,
a flag is set.

PLCr

For redundancy purposes, the interlock system uses
two distinct PLC systems with separate CPU modules
(see figure 2). All re 1evant I/O signals and functions are
redundantly
monitored, processed and controlled, and
logic results exchanged via I/O channels between the
two CPUs. Each of the CPUs can initiate a system shutdown, but always will notify its counterpart so that the
shutdown can be executed in a redundant way. As this

The interlock bypass request handler monitors the
keyswitch which allows the spin rotator system to enter
a hot maintenance
state in which cover interlocks may
be selected for being bypassed. Together with the flags
set by the current monitor and timer modules, this
information
is used for generating opening permits for
the terminal cover enclosures. This module also drives
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LEDs on the various displays giving information
the present inbsrlock
status of the system.
-
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generates an enable signal for the power supply controller at the same time.

about

The violation
and fault handler module analyzes
anomalities
encountered and decides on whether to retrieve permits and shut down the power supply. This
by the-shutdown
handler
action would be performed
module which either opens the contact
breaker or disables the power supply
controller, depending on the PLC system
in which the program is running.

The electromagnetic
latch driver module provides dc
power to the push-buttons
activating
the latches when
the system determines it safe to do so. Additionally,
a
check detecting illegal power at laxhes is performed.

The same modules basically run on
both PLCs, except for some LED drivers.
If one PLC detects a problem, it notifies
the other PLC through I/O channels, and
appropriate
actions are taken.

LHARDWAREANDSOFTWARE
REDUNDANCYSCHEMES
As outlinedin
the previous sections, all
vital I/O devices come in pairs, and each
device of a pair is controlled by one of the
two PLCs. Thus, breakdowns in the hardware do not lead to a hazardous situation.
Due to the layout of the system, operations cannot continue if one of the CPU
modules fails; such a fault leads to a
shutdown (redundancy at PLC CPU level,
but no fault-tolerance).
Wherever practical, readback channels
have been implemented
to monitor the
behaviour
of the devices controlled (e.g.
contact
breaker).
Mipower
supply,
croswitches (C type) are wired with PLC
test channels to support a test-verify capability that detects broken and shorted
wires and some internal
microswitch
problems (see figure 4). The output channels have opposite polarities and are periodically reversed; due to the wiring scheme
used, the data channels of a microswitch
must also change polarities
during the
test phase. Identical polarities indicate a
fault.
Fiurs
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The 208 V AC contactor module controls one of the
two enable/disable
mechanisms for the power supply. If
the logic determines that no interlock has been broken
and no fault has been detected in the system, a permit is
generated and the contact breaker is closed. Areadback
contact in the circuit breaker allows the PLC system to
actually monitor the mechanical action. The other PLC
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On the software side, integrity checks
are performed
whenever
possible. For
example, the user program verifies that
no voltage is present at any of the elctromagnetic
opening latches if no opening permit has been issued. If a
fault is detected, an internal flag describing that fault is
set, and the power supply is redundantly
shut down by
the two PLCs. In order to bring the system on-line again,
a maintenance
person first inspects the main control
panel where LEDs indicate the nature of the problem
(which PLC detected the fault, and whether it was an
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YO fault like a short, or an inconsistent interlock state
or a disagreement between the two PLCs). For getting
more refinedinformation
about the failure, it is possible
to hook up a portable terminal
to the PLCs and display
the various fault flags. They convey enough information
to adequately point to the cause of the trouble.

wired to the actual magnets and power supplies, and
tested to evaluate its behavior. Finally, the complete
spin rotator system with interlocks will be installed at
iin the accelerator.

7. SUMMARY
SLAC is developing an electrical hazard interlock
system based on dual redundant PLCs. Sensitive I/O is
implemented and processed in a redundant fashion. The
PLCs make sure that terminal covers cannot be opened
while dangerous currents are flowing, and redundantly
shuts off the power supplies if any interlock violations,
faults in the I/O circuits or problems in the PLC system
itself are detected. A first version of the software running on a single CPU has been developed, and is being
adapted and finalized for installation
in the final PLC
systems.
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Figure 4: Test/Verify Capability for Mmcswitches

6. PROJECT STATUS
The development of the software described above has
mostly been finished; this work has been done on a lab
R & D system which consists of an IBM PC/XT running
STEP 5, a rack with a S5-15OU CPU crate and an
associated I/O crate, and simulator panels with LEDs
and switches mimicking the spin rotator environment.
By exclusively
utilizing
STEP 5 language constructs
available on the S5- 100, software compatibility
has been
achieved. Processing and I/O scanning speeds are not
crucial for this application, so that the slower execution
of the program on the lower-end PLC won’t affect its
functionality.
At present, the S5-100 system is being procured, and
the software is being partitioned
into the two versions
running on the redundant CPUs. As a new task, the inter-PLC communication
has to be implemented.
Once
completed and tested, the interlock equipment will be
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